Behavior of Topology Types
The color plate entitled Vector Topology Types lists the characteristics of polygonal, planar, and network vector
objects. How the objects behave in different applications provides insight into their differences beyond a simple
listing of their characteristics. The results of specific vector combinations (such as Extract Inside and Clip, shown
below) demonstrate functional differences between these new topology types.
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If there are polygons in the Source, they are maintained as polygons
when clipped so that attributes can remain attached. Thus, polygon
boundaries in the Operator are part of the output wherever polygons
are clipped. Planar and network topologies lack polygons, so the
output of the vector operation illustrated includes only clipped lines.

In the example above, the results from planar and network topology appeared similar to each other but diferent than
the polygonal topology results. In the example below, the results from polygonal and planar topologies appear
similar to each other but different than the network topology results. Topology is maintained in the X-Y plane for
polygonal and planar 3D vector objects (polygon dimensions and the location of nodes separating lines that would
otherwise cross are determined by projection onto the X-Y plane). Thus, when polygonal and planar vector objects
are merged, lines that may not actually cross in three dimensions will have nodes inserted where their X and Y
coordinates are the same. Z values at such inserted nodes are interpolated. The constraints imposed by 2D topology
on 3D vector objects are eliminated by network topology, since lines
The 3D views at the near left
can cross each other in two or three dimensions.
3D view of two polygonal, planar, or
network objects; same as 3D
view of single merged
network object.

Hydrology
Two 3D vector objects
are illustrated. The
Z
one drawn in blue
represents surface
Ground Water Surface
hydrology. The one
drawn in orange represents ground water
levels for the same
geographic area. As
illustrated (without polygon filling
or drawing nodes), these separate objects could
have polygonal, planar, or network topology.
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and below show the results of
merging the two vectors at the
far left if they have polygonal or
planar topology. The view
positions are the same for the
near and far left illustrations.
The representation below is
tilted toward the viewer
without moving laterally.

Merging 3D polygonal
or planar objects places nodes
where lines intersect when
projected onto the X-Y plane.
The Z values for these nodes are
interpolated from the Z values
of the nearest vertices of the
lines the node separates.
Thus, the lines from each
object have a middle ground
where they meet, which may
not be the desired result.
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